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Sales enablement is not what it used to be. Over recent years, organizations have come to realize
the importance of sales enablement, and it has now developed into a mature industry that boasts
new tactics and technologies that help salespeople do their job more effectively than ever before.
Our recent study, 'State of Sales Enablement 2019', highlighted some interesting findings. For
instance, 81% of organizations now have dedicated sales enablement resources. Interestingly, the
inability to measure the success of sales enablement initiatives is the key challenge organizations
face in sales enablement journey. Perhaps this reflects that the engagement metrics currently
used to measure performance may not be the best indicators of actual performance.
In this edition of the Digital CMO Digest, we spoke with executives involved in the sales
enablement processes of leading organizations such as Salesforce, Verint and Infor. Their inputs
help us form a clearer picture of the intricacies of sales enablement and the direction in which
it's headed.
Happy reading!

Nimish Vohra
SVP, Principal Analyst
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SE tools must
develop seller’s
empathy for, and
understanding of,
the customer
Kevin Strange is the Vice President of Global Sales and Channel Sales
Enablement for Verint. He has a successful management track-record as a
highly innovative team leader, revenue generator, change agent and presales
champion in driving new business growth, opening up new revenue streams and
identifying profitable markets. Kevin is highly skilled in the entire sales lifecycle,
including partnership building, competitive analysis, sales enablement, deal
execution and detailed executive presentations
Interviewed by Aishani Majumdar

// What are the technologies/
trends driving sales
enablement today?
Mobile apps that let you present video
and interactive content on a cell
phone or tablet are powerful tools
for enabling a sales team on the
move, and are in line with the
overarching industry migration
towards mobile technology
to enhance customer and
employee engagement.
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// In your opinion, what are the major
roadblocks in the sales enablement
journey?

Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools open new doors for
taking the information that is gleaned during the sales
cycle and distributing it teamwide, so that everyone
can benefit. To that effect, my team has developed
“SalesTing” and uses it to help us track the information,
attachments, assets, hyperlinks and more, that are being
sent to customers. This information helps us make
data-driven decisions about our content development
strategies. We push out a lot of content at different
points in the sales cycle, and for years we had no quick
way to gauge – other than anecdotally – what got
attention and what didn’t. Now, there’s science behind
it. We can see how prospects and customers interact
with what we send them, like when a white paper, video
or five-point deck is opened, and when it is closed. It’s
a huge step forward in helping us develop material and
deploy our “Sales Briefcases” with key assets that really
engage people. I haven’t seen technology like this in 10
years of working in sales enablement, and I am excited
to now have AI tools at my fingertips to enable our
sellers.

A critical component is understanding how to be a
trusted advisor to the customer. Because we have such
a large portfolio, it is difficult for the seller to know all
the key capabilities and business challenges about every
solution area. However, when our sellers sit down
and have that one-on-one conversation, they must
know enough to be able to drive the conversation and
uncover the key outcomes our customers are looking
to achieve. So, we work hard with our sellers to be
sure they have key pieces of information to know the
customer better. Sure, you can do a lot with technology
to serve up engaging content on mobile devices, but
you must have the right people too – people who can
absorb the information needed and who can connect
with prospects and customers as trusted advisers and
loyal business partners.

// How do you conduct the training and
onboarding of your organization’s sales
team?

// What are the top benefits that your
organization enjoys as a result of sales
enablement?

We have a three-pronged approach to onboarding that
leverages online training with knowledge validations,
live virtual training and in-person training with role play.
The online training program for newcomers allows them
to “get their feet wet.” It is divided into three to fiveminute modules that sellers can view on their mobile
device at the airport, on a tablet at home or on their
desktop at the office. We use the short format because
it’s easier to absorb in small bites. This is followed by a
three-day virtual training course, three hours per day,
with WebEx technology to provide an environment
where sellers can interact with subject matter experts,
ask questions and get answers.

Our sales enablement program – and the new tools
we are using – really gives us visibility into what’s
happening, what customers want and how they want
to be communicated with. This visibility can inform
many other parts of our organization on how to have
meaningful and effective conversations with customers.
In addition, our company has a program called
“Customers4Life” that builds loyalty and helps
customers develop long-lasting relationships with us.
The program extends across the customer lifecycle,
but the onus is on the sales team to get it off to a good
start. We enable our salespeople with the right tools,
the right training and the right content that is relevant
to a customer’s needs, and we also ensure that they
focus on business outcomes and understand what’s
best for our customers. By showing they are invested in
our customer’s success, they lay the foundations for a
partnership that will last.

After that is complete, we bring them to our office in
Alpharetta for some face-to-face training so they can
get in front of their peers, do some role playing and
have their presentation style professionally critiqued.
During those sessions, they are required to interact
with the technology and learn how to leverage all the
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resources at their disposal when they are out in the
field. For additional training in the field, we have a
feature that allows sellers to record themselves giving
presentations and then place that recording in the
Learning Management System (LMS). The LMS will alert
others to review the content and comment back. This
platform is great for peer-to-peer, as well as mentor-tomentee, connections, community and feedback.

passed a knowledge-validation exam. We follow
up with alerts to leadership when assignments are
past due to make sure everyone stays on top of our
continued education offerings. We also look at the
videos of their presentations and see what comments
have been made by subject matter experts, so we can
measure improvement there. We look at these three
aspects to measure how the enablement process is
moving along. My team also develops and distributes
a weekly newsletter, in which readership is a key
factor in measuring success. Since the template itself is
housed in SharePoint, we can track readership article
by article. All of this information is married together
in a dashboard that is updated weekly. Of course, the
ultimate measure, once the seller is standing on their
own two feet, is whether the pipeline is filling and they
are closing businesses.

// What types of collateral do you use
for your organization’s sales enablement
efforts?
Our Sales Briefcases contain print and video content
that we are continuously fine-tuning. We also have a
weekly newsletter that we distribute via SharePoint
with articles from across our organization. It’s a great
forum for sharing ideas among colleagues.

// What tools does your organization
use for sales enablement?

// What are the different channels that
you use to share content with the sales
team?

Since the demand for more interactive and video content
is growing everywhere, we use video and interactive
training to engage with our sellers. We use Articulate
Rise for online training creation, WebEx for live virtual
meetings, UL Knowledge Solutions (LearnShare) for
online content delivery and SharePoint for sales tools
storage and delivery.

SharePoint, as I mentioned, and we also use LearnShare’s
LMS (UL Knowledge Solutions) as channels to share
content with our sales team. We were using Allego
sales training, learning and coaching software because
of its robust features for sharing materials, but then
we pulled everything into our LMS because it has the
capability to house video and all the other content
we produce. Mobile access is available to everyone,
including our channel partners, who are an extension
of the Verint salesforce. They go through the same
onboarding processes as direct sales and have access
to the same tools. Our goal is to be sure everyone can
have the best-informed conversation possible with our
prospects and clients to build more business.

// What are the important features that
you feel a sales enablement tool must
have?
It’s all about the conversation. A good sales enablement
tool must help develop a seller’s empathy for, and
understanding of, the customer. A tool must provide
enough knowledge for the seller to effectively steer the
conversation. We want our customers to have the best
experience possible and for our sellers to treat their
experiences as if they are their own. If a tool can help
bring about that understanding, that relatability, then it’s
a tool that works for us.

// How do you measure the success of
your organization’s sales enablement
collaterals? What are the metrics that
are monitored?
Inside our LMS, we can see if sellers are taking assigned
training, the date of completion and whether they’ve
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// What are the trends/technologies that
you think will drive sales enablement in
the future? How should businesses gear
up for this?
As more companies adopt technology like SalesTing,
we’ll see the kind of intelligence it can gather that
influences the sales enablement process and makes
it more effective and focused. We’ll see AI utilized
frequently in serving up the right materials for sellers
to use, learning what they need in their day-to-day
activities and providing it in a seamless workflow that
is constantly learning from real-world experience, and
growing accordingly.
I think as technology continues to evolve, we will see
the introduction of more ways to easily and securely
share information. But the one thing that can never be
replaced is that one-on-one connection that happens
between a truly engaged seller and a buyer. Buyers will
always want to feel that you understand them and are
trying to resolve their business issues.

A good sales
enablement tool
must help develop a
seller’s empathy for,
and understanding
of, the customer.

// In which areas of sales enablement
does your organization plan to invest
over the coming years?
We are in the process of looking at our sales portal,
which is currently on SharePoint, and enhancing it with
Verint’s Community offering so that we can put more of
our own technology to use and learn from each other
by increased collaboration and sharing of best practices.
AI is another area that we have started investing in for
sales enablement initiatives and I expect our investment
in this area to grow, given automation is the future.
How to take what we learn from successful sales cycles,
identify FAQs and stumbling blocks in the sales process,
and share “next best actions” with others in the sales
organization will always remain our constant focus so
that we can help our colleagues be better sellers and
create Customers4Life.
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Use
feedback
from
internal
business
partners
for
enabling
sales

is passionate about helping individuals and organizations
unlock their potential. Previously, she founded and led the
Sales Enablement functions at McKesson and Aesynt.
Brenda received her Master’s degree in Human Resources
Management from Cornell University’s ILR School and her
BA in Economics and German from the University of Notre
Dame.
Interviewed by Shwetha Mahesh

Brenda Dwyer is the Senior Director of Sales Enablement
at Mountain View, California-based Omnicell, a healthcare
company offering solutions for transforming medication
management, from hospital to home. In this role, she
works collaboratively across the organization to help
the sales organization run effectively and efficiently in
support of business processes and objectives.
Brenda has been with Omnicell for 13 years,
during which she has gained extensive experience
in the areas of talent development, process
improvement, sales operations and other field
enablement activities. She initiated a college
hire program for sales professionals and
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// What are the technologies/trends
driving sales enablement today?

enables our sales team to quickly adapt to new products
in the portfolio, new messaging and shifts in the market.
The best sales organizations continuously invest in skill
development and we strive to innovate our training to
develop those skills most effectively.

It may first be helpful to share a couple of points of
background on how Omnicell defines sales enablement.
Although I’ve worked in the field for over a decade, I find
that sales enablement is still not widely understood and
varies from organization to organization. Simply stated,
I view sales enablement as sales strategy execution.
How well equipped is your sales organization to execute
effectively in front of customers? To that end, we blend
traditional sales operations functions (territory design,
quota and compensation setting, analytics) with sales
enablement (training, talent, content management)
to deliver sales effectiveness. Because these are
intertwined, we try to think through all drivers of
sales team effectiveness. If we’re achieving our growth
targets, if our sales team engagement is high, if customer
loyalty is strong, we’re hitting the mark.

// In your opinion, what are the major
roadblocks in the sales enablement
journey?
Sales executive support is crucial. I’m fortunate to work
for a head of sales who is a sales enablement advocate.
We’re included in strategic planning, ongoing advisory
and receive a significant amount of investments. Without
total buy-in at the highest level of the sales organization,
enablement initiatives will always be in jeopardy.

// How do you conduct the training and
onboarding of your organization’s sales
team?

As far as trends are concerned, I suggest studying the
customer’s buying patterns. When is engaging with a
sales professional a value-add for the customer? Many
sales transactions can and should be automated through
e-commerce or different channels. When do clients
value sales engagement? What guidance are they looking
for a salesperson to provide? Those questions help drive
what sales enablement strategies we should deploy.

For external hires, we use a framework that spans
the new hire’s first nine months. As soon as they are
hired, we start with online learning to get baseline
knowledge before attending their first in-person training
sessions. After time in the field following a guide of
experiences, they return to our offices for additional
training. Throughout this time period, the new hire
is paired with a mentor and regularly communicates
with our sales training team. We certify the knowledge
through job simulations and use feedback from internal
business partners and sales leadership, not just the sales
enablement team. Getting a new hire up to productivity
truly takes a village.

// What are the top benefits that your
organization enjoys as a result of sales
enablement?
Prior to sales enablement, the sales organization at
Omnicell was rapidly growing without centralized
support, standardization or resources. As a result,
the sales team created their own documents and
spent a lot of time on non-customer facing tasks. First,
sales enablement has provided a sense of having an
internal business partner who shares the same vision
for success. We obsess about making the numbers as
much as the field. Second, there are resources who
can provide expertise along all paths of the customer’s
journey: from content creation to technical support,
training and communication. And lastly, the training

We have found another path to onboarding success
outside of hiring traditional candidates with 10-plus
years of industry experience. Many of our sales openings
are filled through our rotational sales development
program. This is a program where we hire high-potential
talent directly from the university. These program
members matriculate through a two to a three-year
rotation, engaged in all aspects of sales. Program
“graduates” are fully productive once they assume
their field sales roles. Because of the decreased time
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// What are the important features that
you feel a sales enablement tool must
have?

in onboarding and our track record of these program
graduates achieving their sales quota plan significantly
quicker than external hires, program participants are
in high demand amongst our sales leaders. We’ve found
that having a ready “bench” has helped us achieve our
results more effectively.

Buy-in from the sales team that they find value in
the tool and will use it is number one for me. In my
experience, a sales enablement tool must be simple, fit
into a sales person’s daily workflow, and not be a burden
to use. And any tool that we add, we think through what
could be removed.

// What are the different channels that
you use to share content with the sales
team?
Our marketing organization takes the lead on developing
customer-facing content (white papers, messaging, etc.),
whereas the sales enablement team determines how it
will be used to engage customers.

Brainshark, as I mentioned earlier, is a terrific example
of a sales enablement platform that has worked for us.
We selected it using a panel of sales team members
who chose it over other options. We piloted it in
a few regions before deploying it in the entire sales
organization. The mobile capabilities work for a sales
team that travels Monday-Thursday. And it has multiple
applications for us – content creation, video coaching
and training certifications. Our head of sales even uses
it for his weekly video communication to the field.
It’s worked so well that our customer operations and
service teams are now using it as well. Overall, it’s been
a great investment for us.

For internal collaterals, the sales enablement team takes
the lead. One example is playbooks for our various
sales roles to clearly outline performance standards and
expectations.
Content is shared via various channels; our current
go-to platform is Brainshark. We selected Brainshark
initially for video coaching and content creation
capabilities. However, we found it’s also terrific for sales
communication. Our weekly sales update is now pushed
out to our sales and customer operations functions via
Brainshark videos with links to collaterals.

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive sales
enablement in the future? How should
businesses gear up for this?

// How do you measure the success of
your organization’s sales enablement
collaterals? What are the metrics that
are monitored?

I believe the customer will set the trends for how they
wish to buy. The role of the traditional sales professional
has changed significantly over the last 10 years and
will continue to do so. Our customers want a sales
partner who will be embedded in their organizations
as a long-term advisor – collaboratively planning on
long-term investments and remaining with them as
technology is implemented and adopted. Those skill sets
and capabilities are very different from a transactional
sales approach. The earlier that businesses can predict
future customer-buying trends, the better so that the
talent strategy can evolve as well.

Customer feedback, whether external or internal, is our
best indicator for collateral effectiveness. It’s challenging
to correlate whether collateral alone impacted the
outcome of the overall sales opportunity, especially
in complex sales with long sales cycles and multiple
stakeholders. What we can do is solicit customer
feedback: Did this messaging resonate with you? What
tools/collaterals do you need to sell this to your C-suite?
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// In which areas of sales enablement
does your organization plan to invest
over the coming years?
There are three areas where we’re making significant
investments. To stay in front of industry changes, we’re
investing in our sales analytics function and hiring data
scientists. The insights used to drive decisions from
territory planning, customer segmentation, predictive
forecast modeling and sales rep productivity help us
become better. We’re also investing in strategic account
management – from tools to training. And lastly, we
will continue to invest in our college-hire rotational
program as it continues to provide benefit to us.

The best sales organizations
continuously invest in skill
development and we strive to
innovate our training to develop
those skills most effectively.
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Importance of AI in
sales enablement
Jessica Burdman leads Global Sales Enablement at Merkle, a
performance marketing company that is part of the Dentsu-Aegis
Network. A veteran of the digital marketing industry, she’s worked
in media, technology and startups in roles that require operational
acumen and which produce measurable bottom-line results.
In her previous role at iCrossing, she developed a program
that optimized the contribution margin of the top revenuegenerating accounts and helped iCrossing’s successful
acquisition by the Hearst Company. At Merkle, she introduced
sales enablement as a capability that encompassed process,
content and intelligence, and which has steadily helped boost
win rates since its inception. Originally from New York, she
now lives in San Francisco with her daughter and, in her
spare time, pursues creative writing and advocates for prison
reform.
Interviewed by Shwetha Mahesh

// What are the technologies/trends
driving sales enablement today?
There are two technologies that have had,
or will soon have, a positive impact on sales
enablement. The first is video. One of the
key challenges for an enablement team is
to get and keep their sales teams educated
on go-to-market messages. Training
(and certification) of salespeople is a
challenge in a distributed environment.
It’s not efficient or effective to publish
a sales deck with some written
instructions and expect a salesperson
to self-educate. It’s also not always
feasible to fly sales leads around the
country for in-person training. Enter
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video. Using a platform – such as O365 or a proprietary
platform – you can deliver a series of brief training
videos for a number of purposes: to educate the team
on how to deliver the corporate pitch, to provide
updates on go-to-market messaging or to even share
win stories virtually. These easily digestible, bite-sized
modules enable salespeople to receive engaging, ondemand training, right on their mobile or desktop. And
they can do it in their own time, without having to set
aside hours (or even days) to attend.

and it can be difficult to discern the best types of sales
enablement content to create. But technology is making
that easier.

// How do you conduct the training and
onboarding of your organization’s sales
team?
We have an onboarding process that takes sales
leads through our sales process, people, tools and
enablement capabilities. This is a self-directed, virtual
program consisting of meetings with key people, some
discovery and some peer-to-peer coaching. We also
have a corporate-wide “Merkle University” – an online
skills development platform that allows salespeople to
keep their knowledge current on the many services our
company offers.

The other technology that I’m keeping an eye on with
regard to enablement is AI. We are always looking for
ways to reduce sales cycle times and improve the quality
of our pitches. We do a lot of reactive sales activities
such as RFI and RFP responses. These are often lengthy
questionnaires, which take hours of time for sales and
subject matter experts. AI bots and engines that can
query a library of questions and answers in seconds will
allow valuable resources to focus on other revenuegenerating activities.

// What types of collaterals do you use
for your organization’s sales enablement
efforts?

// What are the top benefits that your
organization enjoys as a result of sales
enablement?

We create one-pagers, case studies, battle cards,
lightweight and full research packages, and we maintain
a robust question-and-answer database for RFP efforts.

I would say the biggest benefit is our ability to
differentiate ourselves quickly from our competition,
which helps in our development of win themes. In
our industry, which is performance-based media and
marketing, sales success depends on our ability to
demonstrate our value and our differentiation in an
increasingly competitive and confusing landscape. Our
sales leaders benefit from having a research team as part
of enablement that provides competitive intelligence
and market insight in a streamlined way to help shape
and guide conversations throughout the sales cycle.

// What are the different channels that
you use to share content with the sales
team?
We use a suite of collaboration tools by Microsoft to
share content with the sales team. Primarily underpinned
by O365, we use Sharepoint with Microsoft Stream,
Teams and Yammer. Of course, we still rely on email to
get timely go-to-market messages out to sales and we
maintain a 24-hour, on-demand email alias to provide
content they may be searching for but are unable to
locate.

// In your opinion, what are the major
roadblocks in the sales enablement
journey?
One of the biggest challenges is the alignment of goto-market messaging for all the parts of our business.
We have several buying models and buyer personas,
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// How do you measure the success of
your organization’s sales enablement
collaterals? What are the metrics that
are monitored?

should gear up by understanding where the drains are
on their reps’ time. Identify the business process that
needs optimization, map out the steps and then look at
tools that could help automate some or even all of it.

Our mission as an enablement team is to help sales
teams sell more, faster. Hence, the most valuable
metrics we use are win rate and time to first sale,
and then repeat sales. We know we are positively
impacting sales when our win rates continue to go up
and our individual sales leaders continue to close deals
in shorter cycles.

// In which areas of sales enablement
does your organization plan to invest
over the coming years?
In terms of new technologies, I would say AI tops the
list. Onboarding and training are always in stages of
continuous improvement and thus need investment.
There is no ideal state – businesses change so quickly.
In enablement, we must understand what’s changing
in our services and messaging, and quickly equip our
salespeople with the tools they need to succeed.

// What tools does your organization
use for sales enablement?
We have built our own platform in Sharepoint for
housing enablement materials. We use Salesforce
for sales/opportunity management and Pardot for
campaigns. We are investigating several AI-based
“enablement” platforms, which bring training/coaching
together with content, and we’re also looking into
building our own AI-based tools to help our enablement
team gain efficiency.

// What are the technologies/trends
driving sales enablement today?
There are two technologies that have had, or will soon
have, a positive impact on sales enablement. The first
is video. One of the key challenges for an enablement
team is to get and keep their sales teams educated on
go-to-market messages. Training (and certification) of
salespeople is a challenge in a distributed environment.
It’s not efficient or effective to publish a sales deck with
some written instructions and expect a salesperson
to self-educate. It’s also not always feasible to fly sales
leads around the country for in-person training. Enter
video. Using a platform – such as O365 or a proprietary
platform – you can deliver a series of brief training
videos for a number of purposes: to educate the team
on how to deliver the corporate pitch, to provide
updates on go-to-market messaging or to even share
win stories virtually. These easily digestible, bite-sized
modules enable salespeople to receive engaging, ondemand training, right on their mobile or desktop. And
they can do it in their own time, without having to set
aside hours (or even days) to attend.

// What are the important features that
you feel a sales enablement tool must
have?
Relevant, intelligent search is what we’ve found to be
the most important feature. This means any feature
that effectively puts the right content in the hands of a
salesperson when they need it. The platforms that do
video well help with improving sales rep effectiveness.
But to really leverage that type of feature, you must
have a culture of learning in your organization. Not
every organization has that. We’re fortunate that we do.

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive sales
enablement in the future? How should
businesses gear up for this?

The other technology that I’m keeping an eye on with
regard to enablement is AI. We are always looking for
ways to reduce sales cycle times and improve the quality
of our pitches. We do a lot of reactive sales activities

I think it’s going to be AI and its ability to help speed
up many of the tasks that currently slow sales and sales
enablement teams down. Time is money. Businesses
14

such as RFI and RFP responses. These are often lengthy
questionnaires, which take hours of time for sales and
subject matter experts. AI bots and engines that can
query a library of questions and answers in seconds will
allow valuable resources to focus on other revenuegenerating activities.

keep their knowledge current on the many services our
company offers.

// What are the top benefits that your
organization enjoys as a result of sales
enablement?

We create one-pagers, case studies, battle cards,
lightweight and full research packages, and we maintain
a robust question-and-answer database for RFP efforts.

I would say the biggest benefit is our ability to
differentiate ourselves quickly from our competition,
which helps in our development of win themes. In
our industry, which is performance-based media and
marketing, sales success depends on our ability to
demonstrate our value and our differentiation in an
increasingly competitive and confusing landscape. Our
sales leaders benefit from having a research team as part
of enablement that provides competitive intelligence
and market insight in a streamlined way to help shape
and guide conversations throughout the sales cycle.

// What are the different channels that
you use to share content with the sales
team?

// What types of collaterals do you use
for your organization’s sales enablement
efforts?

We use a suite of collaboration tools by Microsoft to
share content with the sales team. Primarily underpinned
by O365, we use Sharepoint with Microsoft Stream,
Teams and Yammer. Of course, we still rely on email to
get timely go-to-market messages out to sales and we
maintain a 24-hour, on-demand email alias to provide
content they may be searching for but are unable to
locate.

// In your opinion, what are the major
roadblocks in the sales enablement
journey?

// How do you measure the success of
your organization’s sales enablement
collaterals? What are the metrics that
are monitored?

One of the biggest challenges is the alignment of goto-market messaging for all the parts of our business.
We have several buying models and buyer personas,
and it can be difficult to discern the best types of sales
enablement content to create. But technology is making
that easier.

Our mission as an enablement team is to help sales
teams sell more, faster. Hence, the most valuable
metrics we use are win rate and time to first sale,
and then repeat sales. We know we are positively
impacting sales when our win rates continue to go up
and our individual sales leaders continue to close deals
in shorter cycles.

// How do you conduct the training and
onboarding of your organization’s sales
team?

// What tools does your organization
use for sales enablement?

We have an onboarding process that takes sales
leads through our sales process, people, tools and
enablement capabilities. This is a self-directed, virtual
program consisting of meetings with key people, some
discovery and some peer-to-peer coaching. We also
have a corporate-wide “Merkle University” – an online
skills development platform that allows salespeople to

We have built our own platform in Sharepoint for
housing enablement materials. We use Salesforce
for sales/opportunity management and Pardot for
campaigns. We are investigating several AI-based
“enablement” platforms, which bring training/coaching
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together with content, and we’re also looking into
building our own AI-based tools to help our enablement
team gain efficiency.

// What are the important features that
you feel a sales enablement tool must
have?
Relevant, intelligent search is what we’ve found to be
the most important feature. This means any feature
that effectively puts the right content in the hands of a
salesperson when they need it. The platforms that do
video well help with improving sales rep effectiveness.
But to really leverage that type of feature, you must
have a culture of learning in your organization. Not
every organization has that. We’re fortunate that we do.

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive sales
enablement in the future? How should
businesses gear up for this?

The most valuable
metrics we use are
win rate and time to
first sale, and then
repeat sales.

I think it’s going to be AI and its ability to help speed
up many of the tasks that currently slow sales and sales
enablement teams down. Time is money. Businesses
should gear up by understanding where the drains are
on their reps’ time. Identify the business process that
needs optimization, map out the steps and then look at
tools that could help automate some or even all of it.

// In which areas of sales enablement
does your organization plan to invest
over the coming years?
In terms of new technologies, I would say AI tops the
list. Onboarding and training are always in stages of
continuous improvement and thus need investment.
There is no ideal state – businesses change so quickly.
In enablement, we must understand what’s changing
in our services and messaging, and quickly equip our
salespeople with the tools they need to succeed.
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Paradigm
shift from
traditional
to modern
sales
enablement
methods
As Senior Director of Global Sales Effectiveness &
Enablement for Ellucian and an Experiential Adventure
Learning Consultant, Dan Carusi helps people improve
performance both in and out of the workplace. With 30
years of experience, Dan is responsible for overseeing Sales
Effectiveness & Enablement for the Ellucian Global Sales
Organization, where he oversees all aspects of the sales
methodology, strategic planning, territory development,
leadership development, organizational design; performance,
talent development and sales transformation – often using
what he learns from his outdoor adventures as tools for
teaching, with the end goal of making people uncomfortable
and accelerating performance.

// What are the technologies/trends
driving sales enablement today?
One of our key drivers supporting a globally dispersed
sales organization is to increase efficiencies to deliver
results through technology, tools and content. We
follow a three-legged stool methodology – People,
Process, Technology – to determine sales enablement
activities and priorities. Salesforce and Tableau are key
technologies to manage sales activities, sales processes,
reporting, pipeline health and opportunity management.
Other technologies focus on performance support tools
providing just-in-time knowledge when salespeople
need it. Access to content via a sales portal using
mobile devices is also provided. We also use technology
to increase our options for communication vehicles,
allowing various channels to reach the audience across
the globe.

Prior to Ellucian, Dan held leadership positions with Learning
Tree International, Verizon Business, MCI, AT&T Government
Markets and Hyatt Hotels & Resorts, offering a unique
blend of industry experience to include hospitality, telecom,
technology and training.
Interviewed by Shwetha Mahesh

Trend wise, there is a shift from traditional enablement
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activities to sales effectiveness. Effectiveness means
a greater focus on strategic planning, performance
improvement, business management, talent and
leadership development, coaching and change
management. Traditional enablement activities will
continue to be critical and continue to focus on product
enablement, tools, process, onboarding, communication,
events and sales process. However, different skill sets
are required for the two roles, forcing a shift in how
enablement teams structure themselves.

• Reduced turnover and higher employee engagement
• Acts as one voice for sales across the organization
• Training, learning and development is easier and
streamlined
• Increased solution knowledge
• Easier to develop markets – territory planning,
addressable market, account management
• Access to better-qualified opportunities and lesser
amount of time required by supporting resources

The enablement function is expanding to all customerfacing roles across the ecosystem versus only sales.
This is especially important as the complexity of the
buying process continues to increase. Another trend is
greater focus on leadership development and coaching.
Existing training programs are not scalable to coach
each individual account executive, so the coaching
focus is now on training the leadership team on how to
better coach their teams. Driving the right behaviour
and buy-in at the leadership level is expected to cascade
transformation down across the field.

// In your opinion, what are the major
roadblocks in the sales enablement
journey?
• Organization change management: Making the right
or new behavior stick long-term will always be one
of the biggest challenges.
• Leadership buy-in for the programs and
methodology: If sales leadership does not see the
value or if we cannot demonstrate the success, the
programs will struggle for adoption.

Meanwhile, buyer enablement is quickly becoming
a top priority for many enablement organizations.
Understanding the complexity of the buyer’s journey
and then aligning marketing content and tools will help
prevent opportunities from stalling in the pipeline.
Account executives continue to have less time to sell
directly to the buyer, so the alignment of the sales
process with the buyer’s process will accelerate the
procurement process.

• Effective communication: Finding the right
communication vehicles and competing for the
attention of the salesperson will continue to be a
challenge.
• Competing priorities: Aligning sales priorities with
ecosystem priorities so that efforts are placed
where they will deliver the biggest impact.
• Organizational buy-in: Structuring the organization
around sales effectiveness and enablement as well
as finding the right talent for the appropriate roles.

// What are the top benefits that your
organization enjoys as a result of sales
enablement?

• Potential traps: Not falling into the trap of
overtraining on products and solutions. The
customer conversation needs to be a business
discussion and not a feature/functionality
presentation.

• More value to our customers through better
business conversations and solving our customers’
challenges

• Accountability: There needs to be an accountability
mechanism in place to ensure sales methodology is
followed, tools are used, behaviors are reinforced,
processes are properly followed and resources are
aligned.

• Increased win ratio
• Shortening the average length of a sale
• Increased bookings and revenue
• New hires to ramp up faster and perform better
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// How do you conduct the training and
onboarding of your organization’s sales
team?

// What are the different channels that
you use to share content with the sales
team?

• An enablement resource is assigned to a new hire
on the first day, who trains them through our
New Hire Bootcamp program, which includes
technology, sales process, product knowledge,
ecosystem, Salesforce, territory, etc.

• Email – high-level and basic messaging (Global Sales
Operations Announcement)
• Sales Portal (Sharepoint) – a one-stop shop to find
all the content about the company
• Company intranet

• Each new hire is assigned a mentor/coach to assist
with knowledge transfer.

• LMS – access to product training and content
• A weekly publication, “In the Know,” provides
fresh content and product release information

• New hires are assigned an online training curriculum
focused on product and solution knowledge. The
training can be accessed via our LMS.

• Box folder – contains the Sales Development
Toolkit, which has all the content and tools for the
field (can also be accessed from the sales portal)

• The New Hire Bootcamp and the Sales
Methodology Bootcamp (in-person classroom
training) are scheduled within the first three
months.

• Weekly 30-minute webinar to share knowledge
and solution content – “Solution’s Spotlight 30” via
a Zoom meeting

• Sales Methodology Bootcamp (in-person classroom
training) is scheduled within the first three months.

• Brainshark recordings available via Sales Portal and
available in the Sales Development Toolkit

• Field ride-alongs are conducted by enablement to
coach on sales methodology.

// How do you measure the success of
your organization’s sales enablement
collaterals? What are the metrics that
are monitored?

• MOR (Manager’s Operating Rhythm) – one-on-one
sessions between a new hire and the sales manager
are organized.
• We measure the average length of time from day
one to first booking to determine the success of
the program.

Ultimately, we tie everything back to lead generation,
pipeline development, an average length of sale, win
ratios, booking and revenue achievements.

// What types of collaterals do you use
for your organization’s sales enablement
efforts?

However, specifically to the collaterals, we solicit
feedback from the salesperson on how often they use
each piece of collateral. What was most effective? What
are the gaps? What would be nice to have? At the same
time, we also solicit feedback from our customers and
our advisory board.

• Powerpoint presentations – company story, value
proposition, products/solutions
• Whitepapers, testimonials (print and video)
• Business cases and TCOs/ROI models

// What tools does your organization
use for sales enablement?

• Readiness assessments for path to cloud technology
• Thought leadership – industry challenges and
publications of trends

• Sales playbooks – specific to either a solution or
a campaign

• Online and/or virtual product demos

• Opportunity plans – strategy documents for a
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specific pipeline opportunity that help to ensure
proper discovery and qualification, with visibility to
the ecosystem

prioritize enablement activities as well as measure
effectiveness.
• Navigating and managing the complexity of the
buyer’s procurement process will continue to be
a trend. Capturing the process in a CRM tool so
that the sales process can be aligned with it will be
a challenge. Also, traditional and digital content will
be required to help the customer navigate through
their own buying process. How they access the
content is the question – social media, company
website or industry websites.

• Strategic plans – regional plans that drive strategy/
tactics as well as accountability and behavior
• Pre-call plans – completed prior to a customer
meeting
• Discovery checklists – guides the conversation and
questions during the qualifying phase for a specific
solution
• Battle cards – competitive differentiators and
solution comparison

• Better account management functionality, either
through the CRM or integrated software, is
needed. The increased complexity of the buying
process has resulted in a significant increase in the
number of stakeholders involved in the decision.
Better technology is needed to support account
management and nurture decision-makers.

• Territory plans – helps the salesperson manage his
activity, identify targets and develop strategy
• Tableau dashboards for pipeline management
• Salesforce for opportunity and account
management

• Performance support tools – Just-in-time
knowledge for when and where these tools are
needed and accessibility via mobile technology are
essential. Additional technology will be needed for
hosting content, updating and managing libraries.

// What are the important features that
you feel a sales enablement tool must
have?
• All tools must have the sales methodology
embedded in them for them to be of value.

// In which areas of sales enablement
does your organization plan to invest
over the coming years?

• The tools must improve efficiency and be easy to
digest. The more complicated the tool, the lower
the adoption of that tool.

I see future investment going mostly towards sales
effectiveness with an emphasis on strategic planning,
territory planning, account management and market
development – all supported by CRM, reporting dashboards
and analytics. There will also be continued investment
in talent development and training to include new-hire
onboarding, skills development, sales methodology,
product training and enhanced industry knowledge via
online learning, LMS and experiential learning.

• Must be accessible via mobile or directly through
Salesforce, if possible.
• Taking into consideration a global salesforce, tools
must be customized at the regional level – LAC,
EMEA, APAC, North America.

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive sales
enablement in the future?
• Data-driven decision-making will become
increasingly important for enablement teams.
Technology that can provide real-time reporting,
dashboards and analytics will be critical to better
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Enablement
tools must
be easy to
use
Philip Cleary leads Sales Enablement for Salesforce in APAC,
building and delivering onboarding, product training, business acumen
and selling skills programs for sales professionals across
Australia, Singapore and India.
Interviewed by Shwetha Mahesh

// What are the technologies/
trends driving sales
enablement today?
The fundamentals of sales enablement
remain the same. However, today it’s
definitely a lot more structured, with
tighter tracking and a much deeper
level of accountability. Organizations
are formalizing the relationship they
have with their stakeholders (sales
leadership, business development,
marketing, operations, finance,
etc.) through charters and annual
plans, detailing focus areas,
levels of activity and financial
investment.
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From a technology perspective, learning curricula are
now being created, assigned and measured using tools
that are easy to use, mobile and collaborative. At
Salesforce, we have developed our own tool using the
Salesforce platform and learning journeys are being
designed so that sales representatives can learn in their
preferred modality that maximizes their effectiveness
in the field. We’re blending self-paced learning via our
online learning platform Trailhead, with in-person or
online workshops, and “stand and deliver” assessments
in a 70:20:10 ratio.

view specific to the customer’s industry, region and
organization size. Skill development is also a crucial
element to ensure we execute well when building
pipelines, working deals, forecasting and closing.
All of this helps us grow deal sizes, diversify risk,
introduce new products to the market and achieve
better business outcomes for our customers overall.
As a subscription business, we believe in helping our
customers achieve extraordinary things so that we can
continue growing together because their success is our
success.

Tenured, experienced sales representatives benefit
best from the right piece of up-to-date content, in the
right place and time. We have tools to share marketing
collateral, pricelists, policy docs and how-to videos both
on their desktops and mobile devices. And we track the
adoption of these tools, across regions and segments,
along with satisfaction levels. The system learns to
surface the freshest content and makes it easy to share.

// In your opinion, what are the major
roadblocks in the sales enablement
journey?
It comes down to the trends I mentioned earlier,
where sales enablement leaders are now recognizing
the roadblocks and getting ahead of them. The crucial
element with enablement is strong alignment with the
sales leadership and getting that executive sponsorship.
Sales enablement is a relatively nascent function, so
it's hard to source experienced talent. Resourcing
of enablement is key, in terms of headcount, funding
external vendors and technology investments.

Consumption and retention have to be easily
measured by sales leaders if we’re going
to see an improvement in business
performance, which of course is the
ultimate goal.

// How do you conduct the training and
onboarding of your organization’s sales
team?

// What are the top
benefits that your
organization enjoys
as a result of sales
enablement?

Onboarding of new-hire sales reps is a six-month journey
that follows the 70:20:10 ratio I mentioned earlier. 70%
is self-paced learning via our Trailhead platform to drive
product/buyer knowledge, skills capability and a deep
understanding of company culture. 20% is in the format
of live workshops, both in-person and online, including a
week-long boot camp at headquarters within their first
month. The remainder of the time, they’re learning and
doing their jobs concurrently, which includes additional
Trailhead modules, practical hands-on workshops, and
challenging “stand and deliver” assessments.

Our sales leaders need
fully
“r amped”
sales
representatives as quickly
as possible to drive more
predictable revenue with
less risk. Our focus is on
product competency from
the buyer’s perspective,
ensuring our sales teams
understand what business
problems we can help
solve, and have a point of

Tenured reps focus on product and process updates,
learn how to use new tools and continually sharpen
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their skills through vendor-based workshops and
assessments. Additionally, a CMO in the pharmaceutical
industry requires a very different conversation
compared to a CFO in a manufacturing company. A big
focus for me last year was on business acumen and being
able to speak the language of the customer, depending
on their role and industry.

Quip is the productivity suite that allows us to push out
content that would usually have been in PDF or PPT
format in the past. With Quip, we can make changes in
one central place and everyone is up to date. With the
conversation function, folks can discuss the content, give
feedback, make requests and @mention/tag colleagues
when they really need it.

// What types of collaterals do you use
for your organization’s sales enablement
efforts?

// How do you measure the success of
your organization’s sales enablement
collaterals? What are the metrics that
are monitored?

The majority of learning is via self-paced Trails, delivered
and tracked on our Trailhead platform. We love this
modality as the content can be consumed anywhere,
it's gamified (and, therefore, fun) and we can measure
completion easily. In-person, multi-day workshops are
still popular as it allows everyone to learn both from
the experts and from their peers. Video continues to
be a scalable and engaging method for us and so do
the traditional playbooks, guides and cheat sheets we
distribute via Quip, our own collaborative productivity
suite.

This is the eternal challenge for sales enablement
organizations. With Salesforce CRM, we can see
who’s used what piece of collateral in which sales
opportunity, and whether it’s a traditional PDF, PPT,
DOC, etc. or a Quip document. We can see how many
people have subscribed to or downloaded a piece of
content if they’ve given it active feedback (thumbs up or
down) and also track the version control and changes.
With Salesforce, we can measure the content with an
opportunity lens, and monitor things like collateral by
pipeline amount, revenue closed, win-rate, deal size,
lifecycle and so on.

// What are the different channels that
you use to share content with the sales
team?

// What tools does your organization
use for sales enablement?

The majority of the content goes out through Trailhead
as sales personnel get the context as well as the content
and know how to apply it better. The other proprietary
internal tool mentioned above is called Ask Astro,
which is a self-learning search engine that helps to find
documents, help articles, training and so on. Reps can
access it from the desktop, within Salesforce or via a
mobile app. Product info, buyer guides, pricing, policy
info, competitive collateral, etc. are provided right when
they need it.

We really do as much on our own platform as we
can. Third-party enablement tools are rare. Content
and learning curricula are easily managed, shared and
measured using tools built on our own platform using
things like Communities, Heroku and Einstein Analytics.
And, of course, Trailhead is our self-paced learning
environment. The gamification aspect with badges,
points and status levels create a healthy competitive
spirit internally. Trailhead Rangers with over 100 badges
get special recognition in the company, and some folks
are even double or triple rangers.

Chatter, the collaboration layer of Salesforce, allows us
to make announcements and share content, targeting
both groups and individuals. The best part is that it’s all
searchable and you can follow specific items of collateral
so that you’re always up to date with the latest version.
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// What are the important features that
you feel a sales enablement tool must
have?

continue to innovate with it. Lastly, external training
vendors will help us bring in additional expertise and
scale while reducing risk. Consolidating a small number
of key vendors, who we will view as partners and
keep close to our people and processes, will improve
efficiency in the coming years.

First and foremost, enablement tools must be easy to
use as a learner, a leader and/or an enabler. They need
to measure activity and achievement against enablement
milestones, and they need to be accessible anywhere,
anytime. The tools should make it easy for the sales rep
to access information anytime, anywhere. They need to
celebrate sales progress both with the representative
and their managers while also enabling personnel to
learn during their commute, between sales calls and just
in time for a deal.

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive sales
enablement in the future? How should
businesses gear up for this?

Resourcing of
enablement is
key, in terms of
headcount, funding
external vendors
and technology
investments.

We’re seeing many of these already today, and the future
is even more exciting. It’s all about AI and machine
learning, optimizing learning and predicting when it’s
most needed. Wearable devices tracking biometrics will
start to become popular, correlating activity and energy
with deal success, while ensuring that stress and other
external factors don’t impact employee well-being.
Peer learning and assessment, with reps enabling reps
and making sure they’re a match-fit are trends on
the rise. And I think we’ll also see more enablement
organizations looking at their own capability and making
investments in people, processes and technology to be
the best they can be.

// In which areas of sales enablement
does your organization plan to invest
over the coming years?
Overall investments in our enablement team will
continue to drive capability, knowledge, skills and
experience. It’s been an insightful journey for our
product design teams too, stretching the functionality
and developing new use cases all the time. Our platform
continues to be our key success factor and we will
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AI is the sales
enabler of the
future
Steven Kok, based in The Netherlands, works for the world’s third largest vendor of business applications, Infor.
Steven has been in several leadership roles in the company and is currently the Regional Sales Director, looking
after Benelux, Nordics and IMEA, with a focus on Customer Experience Solutions. With these solutions – like
Customer Relationship Management (CRM), e-commerce and Configure Price Quote (CPQ) – he has created
quantified value in the Quote-to-Order processes for his customers. Prior to Infor, Steven worked for several
international software companies.
Interviewed by Aishani Majumdar
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// What are the technologies/trends
driving sales enablement today?

// What are the top benefits that your
organization enjoys as a result of sales
enablement?

Over the last few years, most of the professional sales
organizations have become familiar with Customer
Relationship Management (CRM). If used correctly, this
application is a valuable tool for sales executives and
management in the entire process from lead generation
to aftersales. With all the account and contact data
structure in one place, enriched further by data from
external databases like Graydon (credit info), you have
a great base to build a file for each account with all
your activities like calls, emails, meetings and proposals.
There is a lot more to say about CRM but that is a
separate topic.

The value that sales enablement brings is sometimes
hard to quantify but easy to qualify. The usage of CRM
and CPQ has helped our organization shorten sales
cycles, decrease the number of approvals, focus on the
right opportunities and enable management to make
data-driven decisions.

// In your opinion, what are the major
roadblocks in the sales enablement
journey?
Not every seller is instantly open to use applications
like CRM. It forces him or her to be transparent in all
the activities, and sometimes, they feel as if someone
just said, “Big brother is watching you.” And even if they
have started using it, you will find they sometimes push
back to maintain the data accurately in the system. The
roadblock to use sales enablement applications is not
infrastructure or organization-related but, most of the
time, it’s the employee.

Another tool that we see used by sales organizations
(and even by extended sales, like dealers or agents)
quite often is Configure Price Quote (CPQ). The CPQ
application enables users to do exactly what it says, i.e.,
configure a customized product or service, calculate
the specific price for that configuration and dynamically
generate a professional quote document, optionally
enriched with elements like pictures, drawings,
additional text, as well as T&C. This application is so
powerful that an Aberdeen research concluded that
organizations using them see an average increase in deal
size by 104% as the solutions sold can be more complex
and of higher value. Another outcome is the incredible
increase in reps achieving their quota of 26%. How?
Well, this application increases the average deal size,
supports clear processes and helps novices perform
faster.

// How do you conduct the training and
onboarding of your organization’s sales
team?
Our organization has a monthly ceremony to
onboard new salespeople. This happens partly in
our headquarters in New York, where meetings and
information sessions are scheduled. The other part is an
e-learning program that requires you to follow all of the
applicable sessions, which are then completed after a
quick exam. This onboarding varies with the role.

Other applications that we could consider as sales
enablers are marketing automation tools for lead
generation and new technology like Artificial Intelligence
(AI). I’ve seen applications that salespeople can use like
a Siri or Alexa. You can verbally ask to list your top 10
accounts or the accounts in which you have a committed
opportunity in Q3. This is nice, but not really intelligent
yet. These applications will also provide you with
information you didn’t ask for, but it will be based on
other parameters that the AI application would have
identified as relevant for a specific action.

// What types of collaterals do you use
for your organization’s sales enablement
efforts?
We have a rich stack of collateral available, like recorded
webinars; “Lunch & Learn” sessions; an internal portal
where all the different products, departments and
processes are represented; print; video and local
meetings.
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// What are the different channels that
you use to share content with the sales
team?

I mentioned earlier that I see AI as a new technology
that will be added to sales enablement. An important
requirement for leveraging this tool is the need for your
data to be available. AI is all about analyzing your data
and eventually combining that with an analysis of your
peers in the industry. To gain the most benefits from
AI on short notice, it is mandatory that you have your
historical data available.

We use Outlook, our internal portal and an e-learning
portal.

// What tools does your organization
use for sales enablement?

// In which areas of sales enablement
does your organization plan to invest
over the coming years?

Our organization uses CRM, CPQ and Marketo
(marketing automation) for lead generation.

// What are the important features that
you feel a sales enablement tool must
have?

From what I can see, I think that one of the main
investment areas is AI. We’re investing heavily in
knowledge, technologies and platforms that allow us
and our customers to gain from the insights that are
still hidden in the massive amount of stored data we
have at hand. This is what I read in a Fortune article:
“While the human brain tends to focus on the most
obvious correlations between the input and outcome,
a deep-learning algorithm trained on an ocean of
information will discover connections between obscure
features of the data that are so subtle or complex, we
humans cannot even describe them logically. When you
combine hundreds or thousands of them together, they
naturally outstrip the performance of even the most
experienced humans. AI algorithms now beat humans
in speech recognition, face recognition, the games of
chess and Go, reading MRIs for certain cancers and any
quantitative field – whether it’s deciding what loans to
approve or detecting credit card fraud.” We can expect
many more benefits from AI, which has already been
identified as the next big wave.

We see that work and private life have increasingly
converged. We easily respond to a private message
during work time and answer a business call when
we’re on paid time off (PTO). This behavior should
drive the features of a sales enablement application. It
should be mobile so that you can use it with any device
you’re using at that time. And it should be easy to use.
You don’t want to fill in dozens of fields to just give
an update. Modern interfaces support data entry by
checkboxes, radio buttons or sliders.
Another important feature is the reuse of data so that
double data entry can be avoided. This can be done with
the help of smart integration of applications in a secure
environment.
Finally, the applications should be great from a usage and
appearance perspective. Good appearances make you a
proud user, willing to show your business applications to
friends and family, showing them the cool tools you have
at your disposal. Because the better the application’s
user interface, the higher the user adoption.

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive sales
enablement in the future? How should
businesses gear up for this?
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Using influence
strategies in sales
situations
Rajesh Nanarpuzha is an Assistant Professor of Marketing
at IIM Udaipur. Previously, he has worked as a brand
manager in Dabur, and as a business consultant in the
retail and consumer goods domains at Cognizant and
Tata Consultancy Services. Rajesh has an MBA from IIM
Indore and a doctorate in marketing from IIM Ahmedabad.
Sales enablement is typically understood as tools and
techniques that increase a salesperson’s effectiveness.
However, sales enablement implies the usage of adaptive
selling, which in turn, has been described as the extent to
which salespersons customize their selling approaches
to selling situations (Spiro and Weitz, 1990). As per
this conceptualization, salespersons are more effective
if they succeed in matching their selling approaches
to buyer characteristics (McFarland, Challagalla, and
Shervani, 2006). This implies that successful selling
approaches are dependent on selling situations and
buyer characteristics. However, most organizations do
not place adequate focus on understanding this in any
depth. This results in salespersons ‘learning on the job’,
even with sales training being an integral part of the
organizational onboarding process.
In this article, I delve into academic research to explore
‘salesperson influence strategies’ in more detail. These
are a set of strategies available for salespeople to use as
per selling situations and buyer characteristics. With a
better understanding of salesperson influence strategies
on offer, organizations can weave this understanding
into their training programs, to enable salespersons to
increase their effectiveness.

A typology of influence strategies
Frazier and Summers (1984) have discussed six type of
influence strategies. Influence strategies, as per Frazier
and Summers (1984) are the means available for using
power in a selling situation. The six types of influence
strategies discussed by the authors include
• Promises – Here, the buyer is offered a specific
reward which is contingent with the achievement
of a specific objective. In sales situations, the
reward could be envisaged as an achievement of a
particular target by the buyer.
• Legalistic strategies - Here, the salesperson
leverages the presence of a formal legal contract or
an informal binding agreement to nudge the buyer
towards performing some desirable action. The
leasing of equipment to a buyer under a legalistic
contract is an example.
• Threats – Here, the salesperson invokes negative
sanctions that could come into play in case a
desirable action is not forthcoming from the buyer’s
side. Withholding of volume-based discounts in
case of non-achievement of targets is a common
threat.
• Requests – In this influence strategy, the
salesperson informs the buyer about the desired
action without invoking the threat of penalties or
benefits of a reward.
• Information exchange – Here, the intention of the
salesperson is to alter buyer perceptions through
discussions on business issues and operating

procedures. Synchronizing operational procedures
between the selling organization and the buyer
often happens through this.
• Recommendations - In this influence strategy,
salespeople typically offer suggestions which could
improve the prospects of the buyer.
Some of these influence strategies are aimed at
achieving immediate compliance, while others are
aimed at modifying buyer behavior in the longer term
(Frazier and Summers, 1984). It is understood that
recommendations and information exchange are
used to modify buyer perceptions while promises,
threats, legalistic strategies, and requests are used for
achieving compliance immediately or in the short term
(Nanarpuzha and Noronha, 2016). The effectiveness
of sales calls is often dependent on the use of an apt
influence strategy in a particular selling situation,
wherein the salesperson has a good understanding of
the buyer’s characteristics.

Organizational implications
Sales enablement is often equated to, and therefore
reduced to a technological solution. However, the term’s
underlying meaning requires better understanding. It
involves activities, tools and techniques – not always
virtual – that equip salespersons to be more effective
in their work. A salesperson is typically faced with a
multitude of selling situations and buyers with differing
characteristics. A good understanding of the strategies
available to her in such situations is invaluable. It is
important that salespersons are taught about different
influence strategies that they have at their disposal.
More importantly, they should be educated on the
timing of their use, and their possible implications.
For an organization, it is best if this understanding is
institutionalized through training initiatives. Enabling the
sales force is good tactics; training them on avenues for
improved effectiveness is a better strategy.
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